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Nutrition and Weight loss is growing continuously. It is our pleasure to announce that during year 2020, all issues of volume 5 were published online on time and the print issues were also brought out and dispatched within 30 days of publishing the issue online. Average publication lag time of an article was further reduced to 2-3 weeks. Average publication lag time of an article was further reduced to 2-3 weeks.

Journal of Nutrition & Weight Loss is a peer-reviewed and open access journal with an aim to provide rapid and reliable source of information on current developments in the field of weight loss management. The journal aims to publish the most complete and reliable source of information on the discoveries and current developments in the mode of original articles, review articles, case reports, short communications, etc. in all areas of the field and making them freely available through online without any restrictions or any other subscriptions to researchers worldwide.

This Scientific journal covers the following topics broadly such as diet pills, liquid diet, Yoga for weight loss, green tea weight loss, Vitamins for weight loss, Weight management, Ideal body weight, Obesity, Weight Reduction, Weight loss surgery, Overweight and Obesity, Ornish diet, Rapid weight loss, Body mass index (BMI), Adipose Tissue, Lipid Metabolism, Body Mass composition, Colon cleanse weight loss, Non-surgical weight loss, Weight loss supplements, Weight loss diet, Weight Loss Medical Devices, Very low Calorie diet and Weight loss management program, Monitoring and treatment protocols. This journal was also accepting articles about animal nutrition.

Journal of Nutrition and Weight Loss also announces its new association with Longdom group for Archiving, Journal maintenance; financial purpose and support. However the journal will be running its original website JNWL parallel for Editorial and review work process so as to maintain its highest standard of scientific work.

SPECIAL THANKS TO

Association with Longdom group has increased Readership Metrics (By Google Analytics) of Journal of Nutrition and Weight Loss which can be accessed at Google Analytics Metrics for JNWL.

I take this opportunity to acknowledge the contribution of Editorial board members Majid Hajifaraji (Italy), Luigi Schiavo (Italy), Chong Lee (USA) and Associate Editors during the final editing of articles published and the support rendered by the editorial assistants in bringing out issues of JNWL in time. I would also like to express my gratitude to all the authors, reviewers, the publisher, the advisory and the editorial board of JNWL, the office bearers for their support in bringing out yet another volume of JNWL and look forward to their unrelenting support to bring out the many Volume of Journal of Nutrition and weight loss in scheduled time.
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